Before beginning work on any firearm, remove the ammunition source and double check to insure the chamber is empty.

TRIGGER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

MOSIN NAGANT

STEP 1: Remove the action from the stock. This may also require removing barrel bands.
STEP 2: Remove bolt from action by holding the trigger to the rear, opening bolt and pulling it free of the action.
STEP 3: Drive out the trigger pin and remove the trigger / sear screw. (DIAGRAM A)
NOTE: DIAGRAM B shows the parts you must keep and the parts you can discard.

STEP 3: Insert trigger pin and trigger screw. (DIAGRAM C)
STEP 4: Use Hex wrench to tighten trigger pin set screw. (DIAGRAM D)
STEP 5: Insert bolt and test trigger and safety.
STEP 6: Compare trigger to stock and mark areas that need relieved.
STEP 7: Using a Dremel tool, remove enough wood so the trigger assembly will partially insert. Coat trigger housing with lipstick and press action into stock. Remove action and relieve stock in areas marked with lipstick until action fully seats in stock.
STEP 8: Make sure to relieve the stock for the safety bar on the inside of the stock (DIAGRAM G) and at the top edge where the safety protrudes. (DIAGRAM H)
STEP 9: After good fit is achieved, assemble and test trigger and safety.

TIMNEY TRIGGER GUARANTEE
Material and workmanship: This TIMNEY trigger has been carefully inspected, tested and adjusted to give a lifetime of dependable service. Every possible care has been exercised in its design and construction. If any defect in workmanship or material should develop under conditions of normal use and service, necessary repairs, including parts and labor will be made at no charge to the purchaser, providing that our inspection reveals parts were not damaged through accident, alteration, misuse, abuse or other causes beyond our control. We neither assume nor imply any oral or statutory warranties, and we neither assume nor authorize any person to assume us for any obligation or liability in connection with this trigger. Repairs or disassembly of this trigger in any manner, without specific authorization, voids the guarantee.

TIMNEY MFG. 3940 W. CLARENDON AVE. PHOENIX, AZ 85019

www.timneytriggers.com service@timneytriggers.com
Voice 602-274-2999 Fax 602-241-0361

As a service to our customers, Timney Mfg., Inc. will install your Timney trigger for $40.00 plus $35.00 shipping and handling. When shipping your rifle, please ship it in a plastic rifle case inside a cardboard box.